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Project Summary 
 
The purpose of this project was to answer the question ​What resources, pedagogical 
strategies, and curriculum tools can most successfully be utilized to implement a rigorous but 
culturally responsive middle grades theatre curriculum?  ​The goal of the project was to create an 
online resource tool for middle school drama teachers that can be used to discover new 
resources, curriculum ideas, and pedagogical understandings in order to support the development 
of a middle-grade theatre curriculum that is culturally responsive and artistically and 
academically rigorous. The project was inspired by the dearth of resources I have encountered as 
a middle school theatre teacher that are both age-appropriate and feature the perspectives of 
diverse voices that reflect the students in my classroom.  
A website, titled Teaching Drama: a middle school theatre teacher community, was 
created to provide a place to share resources and curriculum ideas, as well as space to collaborate 
with colleagues.  The intended audience for the website resource are middle school theatre 
teachers and practitioners.  Often, teaching theatre can feel like teaching on an island, as often, 
there is only one drama teacher in a school building.  Thus, this website exists as a space not 
only as a place to discover a new play or unit idea, but as a place to ask questions and join in a 
conversation with teachers who teach the same thing and go through similar challenges.  
 
 
 
 
 
The Website 
 
Teaching Drama: a middle school theatre teacher community can be found at: 
https://rachelmariebrady.wixsite.com/teachingdrama​.  It is organized in the following 
categories and subcategories: 
● Blog (designed to help teachers get inspired, discover a new play, or find a 
new unit idea).  Blog posts that share resources are divided into the 
following groups: 
○ Plays & Resources 
○ Curriculum Design 
○ Pedagogy 
 
 
 
● Forum (designed to help teachers join the conversation and pose and 
answer questions related to teaching middle school theatre). Forum topics 
are divided into the following groups: 
○ General Discussion 
○ Scripts 
○ Pedagogy 
○ Unit & Lesson Planning 
○ New Theatre Teachers 
○ Standards 
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